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Abstract: In this study, we present a composite spatial manipulation framework for the redirected
walking technique. The proposed framework focuses on utilizing two different approaches simultane-
ously to manipulate the user’s position and orientation in the physical space, aiming to substantially
improve their redirection in a confined physical space and reduce the special requirements for the
RDW technique. Each approach utilizes different perceptual processes. The first is a discrete spatial
manipulation approach that introduces translation and/or rotation gains to the user’s virtual per-
spective in the immersive virtual environment (IVE) during temporal events such as eyeblinks. The
second approach is the continuous spatial manipulation approach, which continuously introduces
(with each frame) translation and/or rotation gains below the user’s perception threshold to their vir-
tual perspective in the IVE. Two simulation experiments were conducted to investigate the feasibility
of adopting the composite spatial manipulation framework for RDW without considering the user’s
walking behavior or the impact of the proposed approach on user performance in the immersive
virtual environment. In the second simulation experiment we aimed to investigate the performance
of the proposed approach while considering the user’s walking behavior and performance in the IVE.
Finally, a user experiment was conducted to validate the proposed framework and its impact on the
user’s performance in the IVE. The findings revealed a significant improvement in the redirection
performance of the proposed controller when it was compared to the classical RDW controller. Ad-
ditionally, there was significant improvement in the user’s performance when the composite RDW
controller was utilized.

Keywords: virtual reality; redirected walking; composite redirected walking controller; discrete
spatial manipulation framework; continuous spatial manipulation framework; eyeblink; dynamic
discreet translation gain

1. Introduction

Walking is the most effective and intuitive approach to performing locomotion in
immersive virtual environments (IVEs). Several perceptual and cognitive studies have
demonstrated how virtual locomotion interfaces that utilize real walking have substantial
benefits over other kinds of locomotion techniques in terms of a sense of presence, the
buildup of the cognitive map [1], the imposed cognitive load [2], and navigational search
tasks [3]. Due to the occurrence of physical movement, vestibular self-motion and kines-
thetic proprioceptive information are produced, leading to a more realistic and natural
navigation experience. However, most of the time it is not possible to use real walking
processes in VR because the area of the virtual environment is much larger than the area of
the physical space that is available in the real world.

The redirected walking (RDW) technique was proposed in a previous study [4] to
solve this issue by introducing an imperceptible increase in rotation into the participant’s
virtual preceptive in an immersive virtual environment (IVE), such that the inserted rotation
gain is below the perception threshold of the participant. Consequently, the participant
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unconsciously compensates for these rotation gains, causing them to perceive a straight
walking path in the IVE while walking along a circular one in the real physical world.

The RDW technique utilizes imperceptible manipulations in the form of translation,
rotation, curvature, and bending gains to redirect the user away from the boundaries of the
tracked physical space. However, due to the fact that the user’s walking behavior is hard to
predict, there is no guarantee that the RDW controller will always successfully redirect the
user away from the boundaries of the tracked space by utilizing only the gain manipulation.
Therefore, an overt intervention is necessary to avoid a collision with the boundaries of
the physical space and keep the user within the tracked area. Unfortunately, this overt
intervention is inherently disruptive and has negative implications on the presence (the
feeling of being in the VE) and the user’s experience in the VR. For detailed information
about the RDW technique, please refer to [5].

Since the RDW technique was announced [6], a large body of research has been
conducted to fine-tune this approach. These studies have made a significant contribution to
the development of the RDW technique. However, despite the large volume of published
studies, and the benefit of utilizing a full gait locomotion interface by means of the RDW
technique, it has still not been adopted by the developers of immersive VR experiences. This
is because of several issues that are related to its generalization, for instance, some RDW
controllers are scripted like RDW controllers, which are utilized in impossible spaces [7]
and which make use of change blindness redirection [8]. These are scripted controllers,
meaning that this type of controller needs to be reprogrammed with every scene to be
able to manipulate the geometry of the spaces inside the VE. Furthermore, another issue
concerns the support for unconstrained walking in the IVE and the spatial requirements for
the RDW technique to obtain a walking experience in the VR that is equivalent to natural
walking in the real world.

Previous psychophysical studies have evaluated the optimal space that is required for
RDWT to produce an experience that is functionally equivalent to real walking in terms of
the proprioceptive, vestibular, and visual feedback. The findings varied from 35 × 35 m [9]
to 40 × 40 m [10] to 60 × 60 m [11]. Another research study [12] proposed a room-scale
VR setup that utilized a physical space measuring 4 × 4 m. Using the proposed approach,
it was possible to explore 25 × 25 m of virtual space. However, this approach does not
support free exploration because the participant has to follow a specific path in the VE.
Irrespective of which of these different findings is correct, the spatial area that is required
for the optimal performance of RDWT is considered a major limiting factor that precludes
its use in practical applications.

Cognitive load is another negative side effect that occurs when utilizing the RDW tech-
nique. Our working memory draws upon finite cognitive resources, as well as verbal and
spatial resources. Therefore, studies such as [13,14] have analyzed the assembly workspaces
in industrial environments to improve the ergonomics and optimize the processes to reduce
the cognitive load. A previous study assessed several types of semi-natural locomotion
interfaces in VR [2]. The findings showed that the demands on the spatial working memory
increased when there were fewer natural locomotion user interfaces. Another study [15]
investigated the effect of the imperceptible continuous reorientation approach on cognitive
load and on curvature gains, utilizing a dual-tasking method to evaluate the mutual impact
between a locomotion task utilizing the RDW technique and a simultaneous task that draws
upon spatial or verbal cognitive resources. The findings showed that spatial and verbal
working memory was significantly affected by the radius of the circular path on which the
participants had been redirected using curvature gains.

Another research avenue for the RDW technique is using discrete redirections during
temporal events such as eye blinks and saccades, with previous studies [16–18] having
introduced rotations and curvature gains during saccades and eyeblinks. These approaches
depend on visual suppression taking place during blinks and saccades [19–23] to ensure
that the gain values that were applied are greater than the estimated perceptual thresholds
are [10]. Furthermore, a study [24] investigated the relationship between the perception
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thresholds for discrete repositioning during eyeblinks and the participants’ walking speeds.
The finding showed a proportional relationship between the walking speed and the percep-
tion thresholds for forward and backward repositioning during blinks.

Recently, progress regarding the generalization of the RDW techniques has been
reported. For instance, the authors of [25] proposed a general reactive RDW controller that
considers the obstacles in the physical space. The proposed RDW controller determines the
ideal location in the physical world and redirects the user toward that position to avoid
obstacles using artificial potential functions. Another RDW controller has been proposed in
a recent study [26] with a method that was based on reinforcement learning (RL), in which a
deep neural network was trained to prescribe the translation, rotation, and curvature gains
directly in relation to the user’s position and orientation in the VE. The authors of the study
compared the performance of the proposed algorithm with that of a steer-to-center (S2C)
RDW controller [27]. The results showed that the proposed RDW using RL outperformed
the S2C RDW controller.

2. Hypothesis Formulation

Based on the reviewed literature, it is clear that no single solution can solve all of
the issues of the RDW techniques, such as participant collision with the boundaries of
the physical tracked space, the spatial requirements of the RDW, and supporting free
exploration in the IVE. For instance, predictive redirected controllers can be adopted if
the user’s future trajectory in the IVE is known which helps to plan the user’s future
path in the physical environment by calculating the values of the necessary gain to keep
the user within the tracked physical space [28]. However, predicting the users’ future
paths in an IVE where free exploration is intended is not feasible because it is difficult
to predict the user’s walking behavior. In contrast, reactive RDW algorithms are more
generalized in an IVE, and they support unconstrained walking. However, reducing the
spatial requirements to support unconstrained walking in the VE is constrained by the
users’ perception thresholds for spatial manipulation gains [10], the size and the shape of
the available physical space [29], and the complexity of the environment [30].

A hypothesis has been synthesized that by adopting the composite spatial manip-
ulation framework, it improves the redirection performance of RDW controllers within
a confined physical space while supporting unconstrained walking in the IVE. In this
chapter, a composite RDW controller was implemented. The proposed RDW controller
utilizes two different steering algorithms at the same time. The first is a continuous spatial
manipulation approach, whereas the second utilizes a discrete spatial manipulation ap-
proach during eyeblinks. Eyeblinks offer a good opportunity to introduce discrete spatial
manipulation to the user’s virtual perspective in the VE due to the visual input suppres-
sion that occurs during eyeblinks [20,21]. Since a continuous steering framework utilizes
different perceptual processes when it is compared to discrete steering during the eyeblinks
approach, combining both of the approaches to work simultaneously could enhance the
overall redirection performance and reduce the spatial requirements. Additionally, an overt
reorientation algorithm (reset algorithm) is still required if the controller fails to redirect
the user from the boundaries of the available physical tracked space.

A simulation was run to verify the feasibility of utilizing the proposed framework in
the RDW technique using OpenRDW [31], an open-source library and the benchmark for
developing and evaluating various methods for redirected walking techniques. Finally,
a user study was conducted to validate the performance of the proposed approach and
evaluate its impact on the users’ performance.

3. The Utilized Method

The proposed composite redirected walking controller combines two different subtle
spatial manipulation approaches. The first approach is a continuous spatial manipulation
framework, which is used for classical RDW controllers, such as S2C [32], APF [25], and
RDW using RL [26]. The second approach is a discrete subtle spatial manipulation frame-
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work, such as the repositioning and reorientation that are carried out during the occurrence
of eyeblinks. In this study, three different composite RDW controllers were implemented.
Each composite controller employed one of the following continuous spatial manipulation
frameworks—S2C, APF, or RDW using RL. Simultaneously, the composite controller used
a discrete spatial manipulation framework to inject discrete translation and rotation gains
during the occurrence of eyeblinks.

3.1. Calculation of the Spatial Manipulation Gains

A previous study [24] estimated the perception threshold for discrete translation.
Therefore, in this study, the discrete translation gain was calculated with respect to the
participant’s walking speed using Equation (1), which is shown below. Equation (1) is a
result of fitting the dataset that was collected during a previous experiment to estimate
the perception thresholds for discrete repositioning during eyeblinks. Refer to [24] for
more information about estimating the perception thresholds for discrete repositioning
during eyeblinks.

Tg_discrete = 0.9674× walking speed− 0.1675 (1)

Tg_discrete represents the discrete translation gain with a proportional relationship to
the users’ walking speed during the occurrences of eyeblinks. It should be noted that the
estimated threshold values in the previous study [24] were considered to be conservative
values because during the evaluation experiment, the participant’s main task was to detect
the repositioning after the occurrence of an eyeblink. In practical situations, the participant
might have a primary objective (such as a search-and-retrieve task) in the scene, and so the
navigation task is usually secondary.

Furthermore, two constraints on introducing the translation gain Tg_discrete to the
user’s virtual preceptive in VEs have been implemented. This reduces the possibility of
the participant noticing the applied translation gain because they depend on depth cues,
such as motion parallax. These constraints are the participant’s walking speed Sw, which
should be greater than 0.25 m/s, and the pitch and yaw angles between the direction
of the translation vector and the user’s gaze direction θheading−gase (this variable has a
paired value for the horizontal and vertical components), as shown in Figure 1. The angles’
values were chosen based on a prior pilot study in which the experiments were conducted
with several values ranging from |10◦| to |60◦| degrees. The chosen thresholds were
angles≤ |40◦|. It should be pointed out that the second constraint reduces the effective blink
count, which reduces the chance of introducing discrete translation gains, and with a slight
angle value, the chance of injecting translation gains is further reduced. Consequently, this
decreases the performance of the proposed approach. A value such as |40◦| is considered
as a moderate value with which enough effective blinks can occur and a discrete translation
can be applied to obtain a decent performance using the proposed approach.
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Figure 1. Head movement constraints when applying translation gains on the user’s viewpoint in 
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in which it was reported that the participants did not recognize the discrete rotations dur-
ing eyeblinks with a magnitude of 9.1°. Therefore, we adopted the estimated value from 
the mentioned study, such that the discrete rotation gain that was inserted during eye-
blinks was 𝑅 _  = ±9.1°. The sign represents the direction of the rotation (positive for 
a clockwise direction and negative for a counterclockwise direction). 

Moreover, the direction of discrete rotations was determined based on the user’s po-
sition in the physical space. In the cases where the distances from both of the sides (the 
right side R and the left side L) of the player to the boundaries of the physical space have 
been calculated, that is, if the distance L is less than the distance R is, then the discrete 
rotation direction will be counterclockwise, whereas if the distance R is less than the dis-
tance L is, then the discrete direction of rotation will be clockwise. Figure 2 illustrates how 
the discrete rotation was selected and applied to the user’s virtual preceptive in the VE. 
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Figure 1. Head movement constraints when applying translation gains on the user’s viewpoint in
VR. (a) Top view showing the range of limits on head movements during a yaw movement. (b) Side
view showing the range of limits on head movements during a pitch movement.

3.2. Discrete Rotation Gain

The perception threshold for discrete rotation was estimated in a previous study [18]
in which it was reported that the participants did not recognize the discrete rotations during
eyeblinks with a magnitude of 9.1◦. Therefore, we adopted the estimated value from the
mentioned study, such that the discrete rotation gain that was inserted during eyeblinks
was Rg_discrete = ±9.1◦. The sign represents the direction of the rotation (positive for a
clockwise direction and negative for a counterclockwise direction).

Moreover, the direction of discrete rotations was determined based on the user’s
position in the physical space. In the cases where the distances from both of the sides (the
right side R and the left side L) of the player to the boundaries of the physical space have
been calculated, that is, if the distance L is less than the distance R is, then the discrete
rotation direction will be counterclockwise, whereas if the distance R is less than the
distance L is, then the discrete direction of rotation will be clockwise. Figure 2 illustrates
how the discrete rotation was selected and applied to the user’s virtual preceptive in
the VE.
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3.3. Translation and Rotation Gains for Continuous (Classical) RDW Controllers

Regarding the continuous spatial manipulation framework that was used for the
composite controller, state-of-the-art controllers, including redirected walking using re-
inforcement learning (RDW by RL) [26] and the artificial potential function (APF) [25],
were adopted because both of them have performed well in the empty VE, the VE with
obstacles, and the VE with multiple users [33]. The maximum translation gain was
1.26 m [10], whereas the curvature gain was 7.5 m [34]. Furthermore, the overt reset
algorithm “2:1 turn” was utilized. The reset algorithm was triggered when the user reached
the boundary of the physical space. An overt instruction then guided the user to return to
the center of the physical space by performing an in-place rotation, with a 180◦ rotation
in the physical space becoming a 360◦ rotation in the VE. It is worth mentioning that the
composite RDW controller is classified as a reactive controller. It calculates the optimal
redirection gains based on the data that are available in the current frame only and does
not utilize any information from the previous frame/frames.

3.4. Eyeblink Simulation

In order to simulate the eyeblinks during the experiment, an actual dataset [35] of
non-frontal video recordings of the left eye, which were monitored inside a VR headset,
was utilized. This dataset was collected during a previous study to detect the eyeblinks and
classify the eye states (open or closed) inside the HMDs. The software was implemented to
play the video dataset during the experiment and detect the eyeblinks in the video stream,
as shown in Figure 3. For detailed information about the software, please refer to [36].
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3.5. Evaluating the Performance of the RDW Controller

In order to measure the performance of the RDW controllers, the following quantitative
parameters were utilized. These are commonly used in the RDW technique in the literature.

• The average count of resets during the trials—this parameter represents how many
times the reset event has been triggered due to the user colliding with the boundary of
the tracked physical space; a lower value indicates a better redirection performance;

• The average walked distance between resets—a higher value indicates better
a performance;

• The average elapsed time between resets—a higher value indicates a better redirec-
tion performance;

• The average sum of the virtual walked distance in the IVE;
• The total virtual walked distance in the IVE and the total physical walked distance

in the physical tracked space. The virtual walked distance should be greater than the
physical distance is, and there being a large difference between both of the values
indicates better a redirection performance.

4. Experimental Design

During the study, two simulation experiments were conducted. The first experiment
was intended to investigate the feasibility of the proposed approach (the composite RDW
controller) and test which classical RDW controller performed better when they were
combined with a discrete RDW controller regardless of the user’s walking behavior. In the
second experiment, the best-performing composite RDW controller in the first experiment
was utilized for further investigations. During the second experiment, the performance of
the proposed composite controller was evaluated, and the user’s walking behavior was
considered. In real life, most of the time, walking from point A to point B to achieve a
specific objective is a secondary task. Therefore, a primary objective was assigned for the
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user. This was accomplished by involving them in a search-and-retrieve task for a specific
period to mimic a practical scenario, wherein, walking in the environment was a secondary
task. Furthermore, the impact of utilizing the proposed approach on the participants’
performance in the IVE was evaluated.

4.1. Experiment No. 1: Investigating the Feasibility of the Proposed Model

In this experiment, three composite controllers were implemented, with each of them
utilizing a different classical RDW controller that employed a continuous spatial manip-
ulation framework, including S2C [32], APF [25], and the RDW system using the RL
approach [26]. The experiment comprised two sessions, during which the baseline data
samples were collected, with only the classical RDW controllers being utilized to redirect
the user in the IVE. In the second session, the data concerning the performance of the
proposed composite RDW controller were collected.

During the first session, an agent simulated the user in the implemented scene, which
was controlled using a keyboard to move around in the VE. The agent was represented in
the VE by a humanoid avatar with a capsule collider with a radius of 0.5 m. If the agent
collided with the boundaries of the physical space, a reset procedure would be triggered.
After the walked path had been completed, the performance metrics were calculated. In
total, 90 trials were performed to collect the baseline samples, i.e., 30 for each controller.

The composite spatial manipulation framework was evaluated in the second session
with the same procedure as the first session. Three different composite controllers were
implemented. The first one was the RDW system using APF for the continuous controller,
the second one was the RDW system using RL, and the third one was the S2C RDW
continuous controller. In total, 90 trials (30 for each controller) were performed during
the second session, utilizing the same user trajectory as the first experiment did. Figure 4
summarizes the experiments that were conducted in this stage of the study.
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4.1.1. Assumptions and Limitations

During the simulated experiment, some assumptions were made regarding the user’s
walking behavior and the area of the simulated physical space that was available for the
agent, which are listed below.
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• The simulated physical space that was available for the agent during the simulation
was a convex shape of 100 square meters (10 × 10 m);

• The agent’s walking speed was 1 m/s, and their angular velocity was 90◦/s;
• No obstacles were present in the physical space, and only a single user was present in

the physical space;
• The virtual environment could be infinite because the controller should be designed

to work in any VE.

4.1.2. Performance Evaluation and the Utilized Virtual Environment

In general, the performance of the RDW controllers depends on several factors. One is
the size and shape of the available physical space [29]. In the case of utilizing the proposed
composite spatial manipulation framework for the RDW system, the frequency of eyeblink
occurrences also affects the controller performance because an increase in this parameter
means that there will be more opportunities to apply discrete redirections.

The complexity of the virtual environment also affects the controller performance; for
instance, each walked path has its own specific characteristics. A straight walked path that
is 100 m long can generate different performance metrics if it is compared to a zigzagging
one of the same length. Therefore, a zigzagging path could generate fewer reset events and
a higher mean walking distance value between the resets. Consequently, a specific walking
path passing through different topologies in the VE (80 × 80 m) was created. The same
path was utilized in the experiment in which the control samples were collected and the
proposed composite controllers were assessed. The aim of using a single walking trajectory
was to reduce the number of independent variables that could affect the performance
of the evaluated RDW controller, such as the participant’s walking behavior, in order to
avoid errors that could cause misleading data to be collected. For instance, if the user
intentionally walked in circles, they would reduce the reset count and increase the walked
distance between the resets, which would not reflect realistic walking behavior. Hence,
a single path was chosen that could challenge the proposed approach and compare its
performance with the performance of other state-of-the-art approaches that used the same
path. Figure 5 shows a top-down view of the virtual environment that was used in the
simulation experiment.
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4.1.3. Apparatus Utilized in the Simulation

During the experiment, we utilized a Windows PC with a core i7-10750H 8th Gen,
16 GB Ram, 512 SSD, 2 Graphic cards from NVIDIA GTX 980Ti, and the Windows 10
operating system. The test scene was implemented with the Unity game engine, version
2019.4.8f1, and the OpenRDW open-source library was used to evaluate the proposed
model. Furthermore, the eyeblink detection software that had been implemented in an
earlier study [36] was utilized to introduce simulated eyeblinks. The software detected
eyeblinks from a previously recorded video file depicting a participant’s left eye inside a
VR headset.

4.1.4. Experiment No. 1—Results and Discussion

During the first session of the experiment, the state-of-the-art continuous RDW con-
trollers (the APF system and the RDW system using RL) and the classical S2C system were
evaluated. As mentioned above, 90 trials were conducted (30 trials for each controller) to
collect the control samples, and the measured performance of these samples was considered
as a baseline. During the second session of the experiment, 90 trials in total were conducted
to evaluate the performance of three different composite RDW controllers. Each one of
these composite controllers utilized a different continuous RDW approach, namely, S2C,
APF, and RL. Then, the measured performance of the three composite RDW controllers was
compared against the baseline. Specifically, a two-factor ANOVA was performed on the
collected performance metrics regarding the average count of the reset events, the average
virtual walked distance between the resets, and the elapsed time between the resets.

The Counts of Resets during the Trials

For the continuous RDW controllers, the average counts of reset events for the S2C,
APF, and RL controllers were 28.93, 26.53, and 22.87, respectively, whereas for the composite
RDW controllers, these were 22.93, 19.80, and 18.73, respectively. Figure 6 illustrates the
results of the two-factor ANOVA for the counts of the reset events during the trials and
their estimated marginal means.
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marginal means of the counts of resets events.

Table 1 shows the results of the two-factor ANOVA for the counts of the resets during
the trials. For the samples of the continuous framework, the F value (92.53) was much
greater than the F critical value (3.95) was, with a p-value of 4.3 × 10−15, which is <0.001.
On the other hand, for the columns (the algorithms that were utilized in RDW controllers,
S2C, APF, and RL), the F value (25.49) was greater than the F critical value (3.11) was, with
a p-value that was equal to 2.2 × 10−9, which is <0.001. There being fewer reset counts
indicates a better performance. Figure 6b shows the marginal means of the counts of reset
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events, which showed no interaction between the variables. Fewer calls for reset events
indicates a better redirection performance. The analysis revealed a significant improvement
in the performance of the RDW controllers that utilized the composite framework when
they were compared to those that employed the continuous one.

Table 1. The two-factor ANOVA results for the average counts of reset events during the trials.

Summary
S2C APF RL Total

Continuous Framework

Count 31 31 31 93
Sum 434 398 343 1175

Average 28.93 26.53 22.87 26.11
Variance 4.92 3.55 3.70 10.24

Composite Framework

Count 31 31 31 93
Sum 344 297 281 922

Average 22.93 19.80 18.73 20.49
Variance 8.64 22.03 3.78 14.21

Two-factor ANOVA df F-value p-value F Crit

Sample 1 92.53 <0.001 3.95
Columns 2 198.03 231.20 3.11

Interaction 2 1.73 0.183 3.11

The Average Time Elapsed between Resets

The average time that elapsed between the resets was another performance metric
which was evaluated via a two-factor ANOVA. The analysis showed an increase in the
average time that elapsed between the resets for the composite framework controllers
when they were compared to the continuous ones. For the continuous RDW controllers
(S2C, APF, and RL), the average time that elapsed between the resets was 11.83, 13.18, and
11.97 s, respectively, whereas for the composite framework controllers (S2C, APF, and RL),
the average time in seconds between the resets was 14.94, 17.71, and 15.41, respectively.
Figure 7a shows the results of the two-factor ANOVA on this performance matric, and
Figure 7b shows the estimated marginal means of the time elapsed between the resets for
the proposed approach and the state-of-the-art methods.
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Table 2 shows the results of the two-factor ANOVA analysis. For the samples (con-
troller frameworks), the F value (42.24) was much greater than the F critical value (3.95) was,
with a p-value of 5.45× 10−9, which is <0.001, whereas for the columns (the algorithms that
were utilized in RDW controllers, S2C, APF, and RL), the F value (5.08) was slightly greater
than the F critical value (3.11) was, with a p-value equal to 0.008. The analysis indicated a
significant improvement in the performance of the composite RDW controllers when they
were compared to the continuous ones, with there being more elapsed time between the
resets resulting from a better redirection performance.

Table 2. The results of the two-factor ANOVA for the average time elapsed between resets.

Summary
S2C APF RL Total

Continuous Framework

Count 31 31 31 93
Sum 177.45 197.69 179.51 554.65

Average 11.83 13.18 11.97 12.33
Variance 3.12 4.27 2.89 3.65

Composite Framework

Count 31 31 31 93
Sum 224.15 265.62 231.20 720.97

Average 14.94 17.71 15.41 16.02
Variance 8.31 22.80 2.27 12.11

Two-factor ANOVA df F-value p-value F Crit

Sample 1 42.24 <0.001 3.95
Columns 2 5.08 0.008 3.11

Interaction 2 0.565 0.570 3.11

The Average Virtual Distance Walked between Resets

The average virtual distance that was walked between the resets during the trials was
another performance parameter which was evaluated using a two-factor ANOVA. The
analysis showed an increase in the average virtual distance that was walked between the
resets when utilizing the composite controllers when they were compared to the continuous
ones. Specifically, for the continuous controllers (S2C, APF, and RL), the average walking
distances were 11.19, 12.08, and 14.62 m, respectively, whereas for the composite controllers
(S2C, APF, and RL), these were 16.91, 18.98, and 19.68 m, respectively. Figure 8a shows the
results of the ANOVA that was conducted to evaluate the average virtual distance that was
walked between the resets.
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Figure 8 shows the results of two-factor ANOVA regarding the average virtual distance
that was walked. For the samples (controller frameworks), the F value (108.43) was much
greater than the F critical value (3.95) was, with a p-value of 9 × 10−17, which is <0.001,
whereas for the columns (the algorithms utilized in RDW controllers S2C, APF, and RL),
the F value (9.98) was less significant than the F critical value (3.105) was, with a p-value
equal to 0.0001. Furthermore, Figure 8b shows that there was no interaction between the
parameters. Table 3 summarizes the result of the ANOVA of the average virtual distance
that was walked between the resets.

Table 3. The results of the two-factor ANOVA evaluating the average virtual distance that was
walked between resets.

Summary
S2C APF RL Total

Continuous Framework

Count 31 31 31 93
Sum 167.88 181.27 219.26 568.40

Average 11.19 12.08 14.62 12.63
Variance 0.90 2.31 1.93 3.79

Composite Framework

Count 31 31 31 93
Sum 253.70 284.76 295.21 833.66

Average 16.91 18.98 19.68 18.53
Variance 4.13 28.54 5.45 13.54

Two-factor ANOVA df F-value p-value F Crit

Sample 1 108.43 <0.001 3.955
Columns 2 9.98 0.0001 3.105

Interaction 2 0.90 0.41 3.105

The evaluation results show that there were increased virtual distances between the
reset events when the composite RDW controllers were utilized. The ANOVA indicates
a significant improvement in the controllers that employed the composite framework
compared to those that utilized the continuous one.

4.1.5. Discussion of the Findings of Experiment No. 1

Table 4 shows the performance metrics that were obtained during the trials and the
evaluated score values for each controller, showing the average values of the evaluated
performance metrics and the corresponding p-values for the RDW controllers that utilized
the composite and the continuous frameworks.

Table 4. Performance metrics that were obtained during the trials and the evaluated score values for
each controller.

Framework Controller Type Average Count of
Resets

Average Virtual Distance
Walked between Resets

Average Time Elapsed
between Resets

Continuous Framework RDW by RL 22.87 14.62 11.97
Continuous Framework RDW by APF 26.33 12.20 13.18
Continuous Framework RDW by S2C 28.93 11.39 11.83

Composite Framework RDW by RL 18.73 19.68 15.41
Composite Framework RDW by APF 19.80 19.38 17.71
Composite Framework RDW by S2C 22.93 16.91 14.94

p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
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A two-way ANOVA revealed statistically significant improvements in the redirec-
tion performance of the RDW controllers that utilized the composite framework when
they were compared to those that utilized the continuous one. Hence, the simulation
experiment demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing the proposed approach for redirecting
the user in the IVE more effectively than when the user was using the continuous RDW
controllers. Furthermore, the results showed that the composite RDW controller adopting
the APF method performed better than the other composite controllers, which utilized S2C
and RL, did. However, as mentioned before, the evaluation did not consider the users’
walking behavior.

4.2. Experiment No. 2: Evaluating the Performance of the Proposed Approach While Considering
the Users’ Walking Behavior

The first simulation experiment results showed that the composite RDW controller
using the APF method outperformed other composite RDW controllers; hence, this was
adopted for the second experiment. This experiment was aimed at evaluating the redirec-
tion performance of the proposed approach while considering the users’ walking behavior
and investigating the impact of using this approach on the spatial requirements and the
users’ performance.

During this experiment, a participant using a keyboard controlled an agent represent-
ing a user in an IVE. The virtual environment that was used during the experiment was a
warehouse with an area of 4800 m2 (40 m × 120 m). The warehouse was populated with
shelves, equipment, and warehouse machinery. The participant had to perform a search
task to find cubes that had been scattered around the area within a specific time frame (10
min). These needed to be collected and dropped in a specific drop zone (represented by a
large carton box) in the VE. In order to simulate eyeblinks, the same procedure in the first
experiment was utilized. Figure 9 shows the IVE that was utilized in this experiment, for
which two sessions were conducted. In the first, 31 trials were carried out for the collection
of the baseline samples, with only the classical RDW using the APF controller being utilized.
In the second session, 31 trials were conducted to evaluate the redirection performance of
the proposed composite RDW controller. Figure 10 shows a screenshot that was obtained
while conducting the simulation experiment.

4.2.1. Assumptions and Limitations

The following assumptions and limitations regarding the simulated tracked phys-
ical space that was available for the user in the utilized IVE were made during this
simulated experiment:

• The simulated physical space that was available for the agent was 6 × 6 m;
• The agent’s walking speed was 1 m/s, and their angular velocity was 90◦/s;
• The agent’s gaze direction was the same as the heading direction was;
• No obstacles were present in the physical space, and only a single user was present in

the physical space;
• The virtual environment could be infinite because the controller should be designed

to work in any type of VE.

4.2.2. Apparatus Utilized in the Simulation

Regarding the apparatus that was used in this experiment, we used a Windows PC
with core i7-10750H 8th Gen, 16 GB Ram, 512 SSD, 2 Graphic cards from NVIDIA GTX
980Ti, and the Windows 10 operating system. The level design of the virtual scene in the
VE was implemented with the unity3D game engine, version 2019.4.8f1. Additionally,
the OpenRDW open-source library was used to evaluate the proposed model. Moreover,
eyeblink detection software that had been implemented in an early study [36] was utilized
to detect the eyeblinks based on a previously recorded video file depicting a participant’s
left eye inside a VR headset.
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Figure 10. Screenshots that were obtained during the second simulation experiment. (a) Third-person
view of an agent simulating a user in the IVE. (b) Top view showing the available simulated tracked
physical space for the agent, as well as the virtual walked trajectory (green track) and the physical
walked trajectory (blue track).
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4.2.3. Experiment No. 2—Results and Discussion

After finishing both sessions, 62 samples in total were collected. Thirty-one samples
were collected as a baseline during the first session, and thirty-one of them were collected for
evaluating the proposed model. A t-test for a dependent sample analysis was conducted to
evaluate the collected data, with α = 0.05. Additionally, the average value of the simulated
blink counts that were obtained during the entire experiment’s duration (10 min) was 119.2,
SD = 27.4, whereas the average value of the effective blink counts with the application of
the discrete translation and rotation gains was 75.8, with SD = 20.67. Based on these data
samples, the following performance parameters were evaluated.

The Average Reset Counts

This parameter represented the number of times the reset event was triggered.
The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference between the group that utilized

the continuous controller when they were compared to the group that used the composite
controller with respect to the dependent variable “participant performance score”.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference between the group that
utilized the continuous controller and the group that used the composite controller with
respect to the dependent variable “participant performance score”.

The descriptive statistics show that when the continuous RDW controller was utilized,
the reset count was higher (M = 73.06, SD = 5.68) than in the case where the composite
RDW one was used (M = 67.39, SD = 6.94), as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of the average value of the reset counts that were obtained during
the trials.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 73.06 5.68 1.02
Composite RDWC 31 67.39 6.94 1.25

A t-test for dependent samples showed that this difference was statistically significant;
t(30) = 4.2, p < 0.001, 95% confidence interval (2.92, 8.44), resulting in a p-value that is below
the significance level of 0.05. The t-test result was therefore significant for the present data,
and the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 11 shows the average reset counts for both of
the controllers.
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The Average Virtual Distance That was Walked between Resets

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference in the average virtual distance
that was walked between the reset events between the cases in which the continuous
RDWC and the composite RDWC were utilized.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference in the average virtual
distance that was walked between the reset events for the cases in which the continuous
RDWC and the composite RDWC were utilized.

The descriptive statistics show that the average value of the virtual walked distance
between the resets had a lower value (M = 7.14, SD = 0.64) when the continuous RDW
controller was used compared to the case in which the composite RDWC was utilized
(M = 10.16, SD = 1.22), as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Descriptive statistics of the average value of the virtual distance that was walked between
the resets.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 7.14 0.64 0.12
Composite RDWC 31 10.16 1.22 0.22

A t-test for the dependent samples showed that this difference was statistically sig-
nificant; t(30) = −12.96, p = < 0.001, 95% confidence interval (−3.5, −2.54), resulting in a
p-value that is below the specified significance level of 0.05. The t-test result was therefore
significant for the present data, and the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 12 shows
the average values of the virtual distance that was walked between the resets for both of
the controllers.
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The Average Time That Elapsed between Resets

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference in the average value of the time
that elapsed between the reset events between the cases in which the continuous RDWC
and the composite RDWC was utilized.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference in the average value of
the time that elapsed between the reset events for the cases in which the continuous RDWC
and the composite RDWC were utilized.
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The descriptive statistics showed that the case in which the continuous RDWC was
used had a lower elapsed time (M = 8.44, SD = 0.67) than when the composite RDWC was
utilized (M = 9.03, SD = 0.9), as shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Descriptive statistics for the average time elapsed between resets.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 8.44 0.67 0.12
Composite RDWC 31 9.03 0.9 0.16

A t-test for the dependent samples showed that this difference was not statistically
significant; t(30) = −3.65, p-value = 0.001, 95% confidence interval (−0.92, −0.26), resulting
in a p-value that is above the specified significance level of 0.05. The t-test result was
significant for the present data, and the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 13 shows the
average time that elapsed between the resets for both of the controllers.
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The Average Sum of the Virtual Distance That Was Walked in the IVE

This parameter described the average value of the sum of the virtual distance that was
walked in the IVE across all of the trials.

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference in the mean value of the sum
of the virtual walked distance in the IVE between the cases in which the continuous RDWC
and composite RDWC were utilized.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference in the mean value of the
sum of the virtual walked distance in the IVE between the cases in which the continuous
RDWC and composite RDWC were utilized.

The descriptive statistics showed that in the cases in which the continuous RDWC
was utilized, the average sum of the virtual distance that was walked in the IVE was lower
(M = 527.29, SD = 46.14) when it was compared to the cases in which the composite RDWC
was used (M = 691.02, SD = 80.91), as shown in Table 8.

A t-test for dependent samples showed that this difference was statistically significant;
t(30) = −9.18, p-value < 0.001, 95% confidence interval (−200.15, −127.3). This resulted in a
p-value that is below the specified significance level of 0.05. The t-test result was therefore
significant for the present data, and the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 14 shows a
visualization of this parameter for the RDW controllers.
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Table 8. Descriptive statistics for the average of the sum of the virtual distance (m) that was walked
in the IVE.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 527.29 46.14 8.29
Composite RDWC 31 691.02 80.91 14.53
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The Average User Performance

As mentioned before, the participants were involved in search-and-retrieve tasks
during the experiment. This parameter described the average score that was achieved by
the participants across the trials. Each time the participant collected and delivered a cube
to the drop zone, they scored one point.

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference in the mean value of the score
between the cases in which the continuous RDWC was utilized and those in which the
composite RDWC was used.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference in the mean value of the
score between the cases in which the continuous RDWC was utilized and those in which
the composite RDWC was used.

The descriptive statistics showed that in the cases in which the continuous RDWC
was utilized, the mean of the score had a lower value (M = 16.26, SD = 1.77) when it was
compared to those in which the composite RDWC was used (M = 19.97, SD = 2.71), as
shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Descriptive statistics for the average scores that were achieved by the participants during
the trials.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 16.26 1.77 0.32
Composite RDWC 31 19.97 2.71 0.49

A t-test for dependent samples showed that this difference was statistically significant;
t(30) = −6.51, p-value < 0.001, 95% confidence interval (−4.87, −2.55). This resulted in a
p-value that is below the specified significance level of 0.05. The t-test result was therefore
significant for the present data, and the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 15 shows the
measured performance scores for both of the approaches.
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The Average Value of the Ratio of the Virtual Distance That Was Walked in the IVE to That
of the Physical Distance That Was Walked in the Tracked Space

This parameter showed how much of a gain in the virtual distance that was walked
was achieved when the user was using a specific RDW controller. The being a higher value
indicates a better redirection performance.

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference in the mean value for this
parameter between the cases in which the continuous RDWC was utilized and those in
which the composite RDWC was used.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference in the mean value for this
parameter between the cases in which the continuous RDWC was utilized and those in
which the composite RDWC was used.

The descriptive statistics showed that, in the cases in which the continuous RDWC
was utilized, the mean of the ratio had a lower value (M = 1.35, SD = 0.01) when it
was compared to when the composite RDWC was used (M = 1.5, SD = 0.04), as shown
in Table 10.

Table 10. Descriptive statistics for the mean value of the ratio of the virtual-to-physical walked
distance during the trials.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 1.35 0.01 0
Composite RDWC 31 1.5 0.04 0.01

A t-test for the dependent samples showed that this difference was statistically signifi-
cant; t(30) = −22.8, p-value = < 0.001, 95% confidence interval (−0.16, −0.13). This resulted
in a p-value of <0.001, which was below the specified significance level of 0.05. The t-test
result was therefore significant for the present data, and the null hypothesis was rejected.
Figure 16 shows the evaluated ratio.
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of the distance that was walked in the real physical space.

4.2.4. Discussion

In general, the findings of this experiment indicated a statistically significant improve-
ment in the redirection performance in the cases in which the composite RDW controller
was utilized compared to those in which the classical RDW one was in use. The results
showed that the user performance in the IVE improved when the proposed approach was
utilized, thereby allowing users to achieve higher scores in the search-and-retrieve task
than those which were obtained using the classic RDW controllers. Moreover, the average
time elapsed between the resets was slightly higher when the user was using the composite
controller; consequently, the user walked a longer distance between the resets.

Moreover, the ratio of the average sum of the virtual distance that was walked in the
IVE to that of the physical distance that was walked in the real space had a higher value
when the composite RDWC was utilized compared to the classic RDWC, which indicates a
better gain in terms of the virtual distance that was walked compared to the distance that
was walked in the given physical space. Table 11 summarizes the performance parameters
that were evaluated for the classic and composite RDW controllers.

Table 11. The performance parameters that were evaluated for the classic RDW controller and the
proposed approach during the simulation study.

RDW Controllers
Average Score

of User
Performance

Average
Count of

Resets

Average Virtual
Distance Walked
between Resets

Average Time
Elapsed between

Resets

The Average Sum of
the Virtual Distance

Walked

The Ratio of
Virtual/Real

Distance Walked

Continuous RDWC 16.26 73.06 7.14 (m) 8.44 (s) 527.29 (m) 1.35
Composite RDWC 19.97 67.39 10.16 (m) 9.03 (s) 691.02 (m) 1.5

p-value <0.001 <0.004 <0.001 =0.001 <0.001 <0.001

4.3. Experiment Design (User Study)

Based on the findings of the simulation experiments, a user experiment was conducted
to validate the proposed approach and verify the findings of the simulation studies. During
the user experiment, the performance of the proposed composite RDW controller and
its impact on the users’ performance was evaluated. The performance evaluation was
undertaken by collecting telemetry data about the participant’s walking behavior, including
walking speed, eyeblink occurrences, gaze direction, virtual and real walked distances,
timestamps, injected translation and rotation gain values, as well as the scores that were
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obtained for the task that was performed during the trial. The collected performance
parameters were evaluated using t-testing for a dependent sample analysis.

Two constraints were implemented to control the insertion of the discrete translation
and rotation gains into the participant’s virtual perspective in the IVE; the first one was that
the participant’s walking speed S_w had to be greater than 0.25 m/s. The second constraint
was based on θ_(heading-gase), the angle between the direction of the translation vector
and the user’s gaze direction, as explained above in Section 3.1 and as shown in Figure 1.

4.3.1. The Virtual and Physical Environment

The virtual environment that was used during this experiment was a warehouse. It
was the same virtual environment to that which was utilized in the second simulation
experiment (Section 4.2), as shown previously in Figure 9. The area of the virtual environ-
ment was 4800 m2 (40 m × 120 m), whereas the physical area that was available for the
participants was a calibrated tracked space of 6 × 6 m in size, as shown in Figure 17.
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4.3.2. Apparatuses

In order to conduct the user study, the following equipment was utilized: a gaming
notebook from ASUS TUF F15 with core i7-11800H 10th Gen, 16 GB Ram, 512 SSD, GPU
from NVIDIA RTX3060, and the Windows 10 operating system. The test scene was imple-
mented with the Unity game engine, version 2019.4.8f1, and the HTC Vive Pro Eye was
utilized for the VR headset. This VR headset is already equipped with an eye-tracking
capability. The notebook was mounted inside a backpack to provide the participant with a
tether-free VR experience. Figure 18 shows a list of the apparatuses that were utilized in
the experiment.

Providing the participants with a tether-free VR experience has several advantages,
such as improving the users’ presence (the feeling of being in the VE), eliminating the issue
of cable tangling, and eliminating the clues that the participant can gain from the position
of the HMD cable. However, there are also disadvantages, such as the heavy weight of the
equipment which the participant must carry.
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rack and inserted into the backpack. The participant wore this backpack during the exper-
iment. The notebook was equipped with two onboard graphic cards; the first was an Intel 
graphics card, which was active when the notebook was running on a battery. The second 
one was a dedicated graphics card from NVIDIA RTX3060. However, the NVIDIA graphic 
card worked only if the notebook was plugged into the power adapter to preserve the 
battery life because it consumed much more energy. Hence, two external batteries were 
mounted on the rack to provide the notebook with 20 V and 200 watts (enough for one 
hour) to run the dedicated graphics card (the RTX3060). 

Additionally, an external duct fan was mounted on a rack to circulate the air inside 
the backpack to prevent the notebook from overheating. Furthermore, a power bank with 
a capacity of 20,000 mA provided the necessary power to run the VR headset and the duct 
fan. After mounting the notebook inside the backpack, it was difficult to control and man-
age the application on the notebook. Therefore, the notebook was connected to an external 
monitor via a Microsoft wireless display adaptor and a wireless mouse and keyboard. 
This setup allowed for the interaction with the notebook to occur while it was inside the 
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Figure 18. The apparatuses that were utilized during the experiment. (1) Notebook; (2) custom
notebook mounting rack; (3) Microsoft wireless display adaptor; (4) external battery; (5) external
battery charger; (6) monitor; (7) wireless mouse; (8) wireless keyboard; (9) HTC Vive Lighthouse 2;
(10) external battery bank 12 V, 9 V, 20,000 mA; (11) HTC Vive controllers; (12) HTC Vive Pro Eye
VR-headset; (13) tripods to mount the HTC Vive Lighthouse; (14) backpack.

Figure 19 shows the utilized setup, which provided the participant with a tether-free
VR experience. As shown in the figure, the notebook was mounted onto a custom-made rack
and inserted into the backpack. The participant wore this backpack during the experiment.
The notebook was equipped with two onboard graphic cards; the first was an Intel graphics
card, which was active when the notebook was running on a battery. The second one was
a dedicated graphics card from NVIDIA RTX3060. However, the NVIDIA graphic card
worked only if the notebook was plugged into the power adapter to preserve the battery
life because it consumed much more energy. Hence, two external batteries were mounted
on the rack to provide the notebook with 20 V and 200 watts (enough for one hour) to run
the dedicated graphics card (the RTX3060).

Additionally, an external duct fan was mounted on a rack to circulate the air inside
the backpack to prevent the notebook from overheating. Furthermore, a power bank with a
capacity of 20,000 mA provided the necessary power to run the VR headset and the duct fan.
After mounting the notebook inside the backpack, it was difficult to control and manage the
application on the notebook. Therefore, the notebook was connected to an external monitor
via a Microsoft wireless display adaptor and a wireless mouse and keyboard. This setup
allowed for the interaction with the notebook to occur while it was inside the backpack.
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Figure 19. The VR mobile station used for the tether-free experience. (a) The custom-made rack
and the portable power supply for mounting the notebook inside the backpack. (b) Peripherals
(monitor, keyboard, and mouse) were connected wirelessly to the notebook inside the backpack. (c)
The backpack with the hardware components which were carried inside it.

4.3.3. Experimental Procedure

When the participants arrived, they were given a brief description of the experi-
ment, and the laboratory instructor explained the course of the study. All of the partic-
ipants were informed about the negative side effects (such as simulator sickness) that
could occur during or after performing the required tasks. The participants were in-
formed to quit the experiment at any point and extend the break time if they wished.
Moreover, the participants gave their consent verbally to participate in the experiment.
Then, they had to fill out a simulator sickness questionnaire (SSQ) before starting the
experiment. The answers were evaluated to check to what extent the participant had
been exposed to simulator sickness. This step was essential to ensure the validity of the
participant’s replays.

During the experiment, the participants took part in search-and-retrieve tasks within
a specific time frame. Cubes were spawned in different locations in the IVE, and the
participant’s objectives were to locate these cubes, pick them up, and collect them at
a specified location. Each participant performed two trials, with each of them taking
approximately 10 min to complete, with a 15-min break between them. In the first ses-
sion of the experiment, a baseline dataset was collected in which only a classic RDW
controller was utilized. In the second session, the actual dataset, which was obtained
utilizing the composite RDW controller, was collected. After finishing both of the ses-
sions, the participants were required to fill in the SSQ again. Next, a debriefing session
with each of the participants was conducted by the instructor. Figure 20 illustrates the
experimental procedure.
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4.3.4. Population

For this experiment, 34 participants were recruited. However, three data samples were
eliminated because they were corrupted, and so the results for 10 females and 21 males
were available for analysis. The average population age was 29.42, with the SD = 1.87 and
the ages ranging from 22 to 42 years old. None of the participants had any ocular diseases,
and they did not wear glasses. Most of the participants were students at the University of
Kassel. They had either had no previous experience with VR or had tried it once before.
However, they were familiar with 3D gaming.

4.3.5. Experimental Results

The performance parameters that were collected for the proposed RDW controller were
analyzed using a t-test for dependent samples. There was a 95% confidence interval, and
the level of significance was 0.05. The following performance parameters were evaluated.
The average walking speed during the trials was 0.93 m/s, with SD = 0.11. The average
number of eyeblink occurrences during the trials was 155.13 per trial, with SD = 19.74,
whereas the average number of effective eyeblinks was 111.86, with SD = 23.31. The average
discrete translation gain that was inserted was 0.87 m, with SD = 0.1, and the average SSQ
score that was obtained after the experiments was 10.7, with SD = 4.96.

Participant Performance

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference between the groups that
utilized the continuous and the composite RDW controllers with respect to the users’
performance (dependent variable).

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference between the groups
that utilized the continuous and the composite RDW controllers with respect to the users’
performance (dependent variable).

The results of the descriptive statistics showed that the user group in which the con-
tinuous RDW controller was utilized exhibited lower performance scores (M = 11.12,
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SD = 1.69) than those of the group using the composite RDW controller (M = 14.59,
SD = 1.77), as shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Descriptive statistics for the mean ratio of the virtual distance that was walked to the
physical distance that was walked during the trials.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 11.18 1.78 0.43
Composite RDWC 31 14.59 1.77 0.43

A two-tailed t-test for dependent samples showed that the difference between the
continuous RDW and composite RDW groups with respect to the dependent variable
performance score was statistically significant; t(30) = −5.62, p ≤ 0.001, 95% confidence
interval (−4.7, −2.13), and thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 21 shows the
average scores of the participants’ performance for both of the groups.
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The Average Reset Count during the Trials

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference between the average value of
the reset count (dependent variable) between the groups that utilized the continuous and
composite RDW controllers.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference between the average
value of the reset count (dependent variable) for the groups that utilized the continuous
and composite RDW controllers.

The descriptive statistics showed that the user group in which the continuous RDW
controller was utilized had a higher reset count (M = 60.82, SD = 6.74) than the group that
used the composite RDW controller (M = 51.94, SD = 7.95), as shown in Table 13.

Table 13. Descriptive statistics for the mean value of reset counts during the trials.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 60.82 6.74 1.63
Composite RDWC 31 51.94 7.95 1.93
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A two-tailed t-test for dependent samples showed that the difference between the
continuous RDW and composite RDW controller groups, in regard to the average reset
count, was statistically significant; t(30) = 5.8, p ≤ 0.001, 95% confidence interval (5.64,
12.13), and thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 22 shows the average number of
reset counts that were measured during the trials for both groups.
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Figure 22. The average number of rest counts that were measured during the trials for the groups
that utilized the continuous RDW and composite RDW controllers. The dashed line represents the
mean, and the solid line represents the median.

The Average Time That Elapsed between Resets

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference between the average time
that elapsed between the resets (dependent variable) between the groups that utilized the
continuous and composite RDW controllers.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference between the average
time that elapsed between the resets (dependent variable) for the groups that utilized the
continuous and composite RDW controllers.

The results of the descriptive statistics showed that the group that utilized the con-
tinuous RDW controller had a lower value for the average time that elapsed between the
resets (M = 10.96, SD = 1.31) than that of the group using the composite RDW controller
(M = 11.52, SD = 1.6), as shown in Table 14.

Table 14. Descriptive statistics for the mean value of the average time that elapsed during the trials.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 10.96 1.31 0.32
Composite RDWC 31 11.52 1.6 0.39

A two-tailed t-test for dependent samples showed that the difference between the
continuous RDW and composite RDW controllers with respect to the average time that
elapsed between the resets was significant; t(30) = −1.9, p-value = 0.076, 95% confidence
interval (−1.18, 0.07), and thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 23 shows the
average time that elapsed between the resets during the trials for both of the groups.
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The Average Virtual Distance That Was Walked between Resets

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference between the average values
of the virtual distance that was walked between the resets (dependent variable) for the
groups that utilized the continuous and the composite RDW controllers.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference between the average
values of the virtual distance that was walked between the resets (dependent variable) for
the groups that utilized the continuous and the composite RDW controllers.

The results of the descriptive statistics showed that the group that utilized the con-
tinuous RDW controller exhibited a lower value for the average virtual distance that was
walked between the resets (M = 7.57, SD = 1.11) than that of the group using the composite
RDW controller (M = 9.54, SD = 1.16), as shown in Table 15.

Table 15. Descriptive statistics for the average virtual distance that was walked between resets.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 7.57 1.11 0.29
Composite RDWC 31 9.54 1.16 0.3

A two-tailed t-test for dependent samples showed that the difference between the
continuous RDW and composite RDW controller groups with respect to the average virtual
distance that was walked between the resets is significant; t(30) = −5.56, p ≤ 0.001, 95%
confidence interval (−2.72,−1.21), and therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 24
shows the average virtual distance that was walked between the resets.
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The Average Sum of the Real Distance That Was Walked during the Trials

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference between the groups that
utilized the continuous RDW and composite RDW controllers with respect to the dependent
variable “the average sum of real distance traveled”.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference between the groups that
utilized the continuous RDW and composite RDW controllers with respect to the dependent
variable “the average sum of real distance traveled”.

The results of the descriptive statistics showed that the group that utilized the contin-
uous RDW controller exhibited a lower value for the average sum of the actual distance
that was traveled (M = 411.87, SD = 32.48) than that of the group using the composite RDW
controller (M = 523.96, SD = 79.3), as shown in Table 16.

Table 16. Descriptive statistics for the mean value of the average sum of the real distance that was
walked during the trials.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 411.87 32.48 7.88
Composite RDWC 31 523.96 79.3 19.23

A two-tailed t-test for dependent samples showed that the difference between the
continuous RDW and composite RDW controller groups with respect to the average sum
of real distance that was traveled was statistically significant; t(30) = −6.1, p ≤ 0.001, 95%
confidence interval (−151.07, −73.11), and thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 25
shows the average sums of the real distance that was walked during the trials.
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The Average Sum of the Virtual Distance That Was Walked in the IVE

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference between the groups that
utilized the continuous RDW and composite RDW controllers with respect to the dependent
variable “the average sum of the virtual walked distance in IVE”.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference between the groups that
utilized the continuous RDW and composite RDW controllers with respect to the dependent
variable “the average sum of the virtual walked distance in IVE”.

The results of the descriptive statistics showed that the group that utilized the contin-
uous RDW controller exhibited a lower value for the average sum of the virtual walked
distance (M = 435.06, SD = 34.58) than that of the group using the composite RDW controller
(M = 671.78, SD = 112.6), as shown in Table 17.

Table 17. Descriptive statistics for the average sum of the virtual distance that was walked in the IVE
during the trials.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 435.06 34.58 8.39
Composite RDWC 31 671.78 112.6 27.31

A two-tailed t-test for dependent samples (equal variances not assumed) showed
that the difference between the continuous RDW and composite RDW controller groups
with respect to the average sum of the actual distance that was traveled was statistically
significant; t(30) = −9.13, p ≤ 0.001, 95% confidence interval (−296.69, −181.74), and thus,
the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 26 shows the average sums of the virtual distance
that was walked in the IVE during the trials.
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The Ratio of the Average Sum of the Virtual Distance That Was Walked in the IVE to the
Average Sum of the Physical Distance That Was Walked in the Tracked Space

This parameter expressed how much of a gain in the virtual walked distance was
achieved using a specific RDW controller, with a higher value indicating that there was a
better redirection performance.

The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference in the mean value for this
parameter between the cases in which the continuous RDWC was utilized and those in
which the composite RDWC was used.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there was a difference in the mean value for this
parameter between the cases in which the continuous RDWC was utilized and those in
which the composite RDWC was used.

The descriptive statistics showed that in the cases in which the classic RDWC was
utilized, the mean of the ratio had a lower value (M = 1.11, SD = 0.09) when it was compared
to that for which the composite RDWC was used (M = 1.32, SD = 0.08), as shown in Table 18.

Table 18. Descriptive statistics for the ratio of virtual-to-physical distance that was walked during
the trials.

Framework Samples Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Continuous RDWC 31 1.11 0.09 0.02
Composite RDWC 31 1.32 0.08 0.021

A t-test for dependent samples showed that this difference was statistically significant;
t(30) = −13.78, p-value ≤ 0.001, 95% confidence interval (−0.24, −0.17). This resulted in
a p-value is below the specified significance level of 0.05. The t-test result was therefore
significant for the present data, and the null hypothesis was rejected. Figure 27 shows the
evaluated ratios.
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4.3.6. Discussion

Table 19 summarizes the evaluated performance parameters for the continuous and
the composite RDW controllers. The redirection performance parameters showed that
the proposed composite framework for the RDW technique performed better when it
was compared to the continuous (classic) RDW framework. The results show that the
composite RDWC had a 14.6% lower reset count than the classic RDWC did. Further-
more, the composite RDWC exhibited that a 20.64% higher virtual distance was walked
between the resets and that there was a 21.39% higher average total virtual walked distance
throughout the trials when they were compared to the ones for the continuous RDWC. Ad-
ditionally, the user performance scores were increased by 23.78% with the utilization of the
composite RDWC.

Table 19. Descriptive statistics for the performance parameters of the composite and the continuous
RDW controller groups.

RDW Controllers
Average Score

of User
Performance

Average
Count of

Resets

Average Virtual
Walked Distance

between the Resets

Average Time
Elapsed between

Resets

The Average Sum
of the Virtual

Walked Distance

The Ratio of
Virtual/Real

Walked Distance

Continuous RDWC 11.12 60.82 7.57 (m) 10.96 (s) 435.06 (m) 1.11
Composite RDWC 14.59 51.94 9.54 (m) 11.52 (s) 671.78 (m) 1.32

p-value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 ≥0.076 <0.001 <0.001

Moreover, the average difference between the virtual distance that was walked in the
IVE and the physical walked distance in the real tracked space was higher for the composite
controller group than it was for the continuous RDWC group, indicating a greater gain in
the virtual walked distance in the VE. Regarding the effect of the proposed approach on
the users’ performance, the results showed that the participants performed better when
the composite controller was utilized compared to the continuous RDWC. In relation to
the time that elapsed between the resets, the findings showed that the average time that
elapsed between the resets increased by 4.86% with the use of the composite controller,
however, this increase was statistically insignificant.

The descriptive statistics presented in Table 19 relate to the performance parameters
(mentioned in Section 3.5) for both of the controllers, the continuous and the composite
RDWC. The results showed that the composite RDWC outperformed the continuous RDWC
in the virtual environment (Figure 9 in Section 4.2).
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5. Conclusions and Directions for Future Works

In this study, we developed a composite spatial manipulation framework to effectively
redirect a participant in a physical space and support unconstrained walking in an IVE.

Composite RDW controllers were implemented to quantitatively evaluate the redirec-
tion performance of the proposed framework. Two simulation experiments were performed.
During the first experiment, only the technical aspects of the proposed RDW controller
were evaluated, without considering the participants’ walking behavior. Control samples
were collected, evaluating the state-of-the-art continuous RDW controllers (the S2C, APF,
and RL systems) using a specific walking trajectory. Subsequently, the proposed composite
approach was evaluated using the same walking trajectory. The results showed that the
composite spatial manipulation framework was feasible because the proposed approach
demonstrated a better redirection performance than the continuous RDWC did. Moreover,
the composite RDW controller utilizing APF outperformed the other composite controllers,
which used the steer-to-center and reinforcement learning approaches.

During the second simulation experiments, the performance of the proposed frame-
work was evaluated by implementing the use of a composite RDW controller using APF
(the best performing controller in the first experiment). In this experiment, the participants’
walking behavior was considered with the use of an agent simulating a participant in a
search-and-retrieve task in a virtual warehouse within a simulated physical space mea-
suring 6 × 6 m. The findings revealed that the composite RDW controller outperformed
the continuous RDW controller. The composite RDW controller had a 9.72% lower reset
count, a 25.76% higher virtual distance that was walked between the resets, a 17.87% higher
average sum of virtual distance that was walked during the trials, and an 8.78% higher
ratio of virtual distance that was walked to physical distance that was walked when it was
compared to the continuous RDW controller that used the APF method. Furthermore, the
results showed an 18.57% increase in the users’ performance when they were utilizing the
proposed approach. These results verified our hypothesis.

Finally, a user experiment was conducted to validate the findings that were obtained
in the simulation experiments and to investigate the effect of the proposed approach on
the users’ performance. The same research methodology as that of the second simulation
experiment was adopted, although during these experiments, real participants took part in
the search-and-retrieve task, and we evaluated their performances. Assigning an objective
to the participants made the travel task a secondary task, thereby mimicking practical
scenarios in which the user travels from point a to point b in order to achieve a specific
purpose, and so the walking task itself is a secondary task most of the time. Moreover, a
tether-free VR experience was utilized to improve the feeling of presence (the feeling of
being in the VE) to prevent the users from using the VR headset cable to localize themselves
in the physical environment, and to eliminate the issue of the cables becoming tangled
around the users. The results showed that the proposed approach exhibited a 14.6%
lower reset count than that which was observed with the use of the continuous RDWC.
Furthermore, the distance that was walked between the resets increased by 20.64%, and
the average sum of the virtual distance that was walked during the trials increased by
21.39% when they were compared to those of the continuous RDWC. Moreover, the users’
performance scores improved by 23.78%. Furthermore, the ratio of the virtual distance that
was walked to the physical distance that was walked increased by 15.9%.

Comparing the redirection parameters that were evaluated in the real-life user experi-
ments to the results of the second experiment (Section 4.2), we observed that the findings
of the user study validated the findings of the second simulation experiment. However,
we found that the values of the parameters (the average value of user performance and
the average reset count during the trials) that were evaluated in the user experiment were
lower than those that were obtained for the same evaluated parameters in the simulation
experiments. This difference was due to the difference in the participants’ walking speeds
in both of the experiments. During the simulation studies, the participants’ simulated
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walking speed was fixed (1 m/s), whereas in the user experiment, the walking speed was
variable, with there being an average of 0.87 m/s.

However, there were some limitations regarding the use of the composite spatial ma-
nipulation framework when the discrete redirection approach using eyeblinks was adopted.
For instance, it emerged that the performance of the proposed approach depended on the
number of eyeblink occurrences. A higher blink count meant there were more opportunities
to introduce imperceptible spatial manipulations into the participant’s virtual perspective
in the VE and thus, obtain a better performance. Additionally, implementing constraints
on the application of the discrete spatial manipulations (such as the minimum threshold
value of the walking speed and the minimum threshold value of the angle between the
gaze direction and heading direction) reduced the opportunities to apply discrete spatial
manipulations and thus, it worsened the performance. However, these constraints reduced
the likelihood that the participant would detect the spatial manipulations that had been
introduced in the study.

The composite spatial manipulation framework is a scalable approach. With the
constantly increasing body of research on the RDW technique and the emergence of better
continuous RDW controllers, it will be possible to adopt the composite spatial manipulation
framework to combine two RDW controllers as long as each one utilizes different perceptual
processes, such as the use of continuous RDW controllers, along with the use of discrete
RDW during saccades and eyeblinks.

In future works, we propose extending the discrete manipulation approach for com-
posite controllers in order to include eyeblinks and saccades as this would increase the
number of opportunities to introduce spatial manipulations, especially since it is easier
to induce saccades artificially compared to eyeblinks. Extending the capabilities of the
composite controllers will help to reduce the spatial requirements of the RDW controller.
Furthermore, this will increase the virtual distance that is walked, which means that the
users can explore a greater virtual area within a given physical space.

Additionally, it would be beneficial to conduct a broader user study with a more
balanced population (male/female) to investigate the impact of the use of composite
controllers on cognitive load and user performance.
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